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LITHOG 
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facile medium for artistic expression and reproduction which it has 
been accorded by the foremost artists of a past generation, and which 
it is fast coming to be awarded again, after all other available- medi 
ums have had their turn. Let the artists heed the appeal. 
PAINTING WITH WOODEN BLOCKS )0 BY ARTHUR W. 
DOW.* 

X Accompanying this number of Modern 
A11 LONG -;, v1 Art is a reproduction in colors of one of a 

PSWI1 CH set of ten prints forming a book entitled 
U RI1VE R "Along Ipswich River." My intention was 

to make it purely a picture-book; not to rep. 
resent any place, or any time of day, or sea. 
son very realistically, but rather in an im 
aginative manner; to use some beautiful 
groupings of lines and shapes, chosen from 
the scenery of the old NewEngland to'wn,as 
a groundwork for different color-schemes, 
a pattern, so to speak, for a mosaic of hues 

__ and shades. 
The method of printing, to be later de. 

- r E .) scribed, permits this mosaic to be varied in 
_JNIS.B ,RThURW D ow.L<3 definitely in the same design during succes 

sive inkings of the blocks, hence no two 
books need be, or in fact can be, alike, either in color or sequence 
of illustrations. This possibility of variation, of search for new color 
harmonies, the constant surprises from unexpected changes of hue 
and effect, led meto adopt "wood-painting" as a means of expression. 

The origin of the ideas which culminated in these prints can be 
traced to the observations and fancies of childhood. 

Ipswich sailors have a habit of painting their boats in different col 
ors from year to year; a yellow boat with a dark green stripe is likely 
to appear next season as a bright emerald green with a blue stripe, 
or a pure white, or lavender and gray. The flash of these colors on 
the blue river or purple mud flats, or in the faded salt grass of the 
shore, in ever-varying groups, impressed me peculiarly when a child. 
But more fascinating and more closely related to the work under dis 
cussion, were two copies of a spelling-book, "embellished with cuts," 
illustrating Aesop's Fables; engraved in an antique fashion-one set 
colored, the other plain. The unreality of the color-an old farmer in 
yellow, throwing stones at a green boy in a blue tree-added an im 
aginative charm to these pictures. The uncolored copy seen side by 
side with the other, emphasized its effect and suggested new combi 
nations. A few other old hand-colored books were unearthed from 
chests in the garret, and the contemplation of this rude and primitive 
art afforded me a special kind of enjoyment, more fully satisfied in 
later years by Japanese prints. 
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The ideas awakened by these experiences of childhood led me, in 
process of time, to attempt something creative along these lines 
roughly engraved wood-cuts which I colored by hand_ 
or printed on tinted papers, often using the green or yel 
low covers of old almanacs. The difficulty of engraving 
the blocks led to a series of experiments with other proc 
esses. Procuring a lithographic stone, I made my own 
ink from a formula in a book, and after many trials suc 
ceeded in producing a few prints of landscape in outline, 
which were afterwards colored. These lithographs, like 
the wood-cuts before mentioned, were printed by laying 4% 
on paper and rubbing down with the handle of a tooth- . 

brush. But the lack of appliances for printing was a se 
rious obstacle to the production of many copies, to say 
nothing of the thousand accidents which inexperience had to meet in 
so delicate a process. 
The next essay was in the freer art of etching, using a sketchy out 

line which was later filled in with color. None of these processes gave 
just the result desired, hence this kind of picture-making was tem 
porarily abandoned. In i889 I became acquainted with the Oriental 
collection at the Boston Museum of Fine Arts. In Japanese color 
prints and methods of engraving them was found a solution of the 
problems of earlier years, and full satisfaction of the love for color 
variations. 
Hiroshige's "Fifty-three Stations on the Tokaido" gave the imme 

diate stimulus to the production of the prints. Experiments began in 
i8gi, and in 1895 the first exhibition was opened at the Boston Mu 
seum, the catalogue containing two hundred numbers. The follow 
ing is quoted from the Introduction written by Professor Fenollosa: 

"This exhibition of prints in color from wooden blocks 
by Mr. Arthur W. Dow ought to be recognized by the 
art-loving public as an epoch-making event. Engraving 
in Occidental countries has chiefly been concerned with 

work on metal; even in Western wood-engraving, from 
earliesttimes,effectsof shadinghave been reached solely 
by the hatching of lines more or less fine, as its use of 
color has been exceptional and undeveloped. Now, for 
the first time in Occidental art, appears the free creative 

. *. ;use of a great method, long confinedto the East, and des 
tined to leap to extraordinary results in its adopted home, 
-a method new to us in two particulars, first, in that 

it deals with tones as shaded on, and printed from, flat wooden blocks; 
and, second, in that it seeks through such tones to reach a composi 
tion of color as solid and intense as anything arrived at by water-color 
painting. 
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"That the revelation here made to the public has been based upon 
Mr. Dow's close study of the finest.examples. of old Japanese prin,< 
-is as evident as that he has been strong enough to make an indepen 
dent use of Oriental principles in a free application to the rendering 

- 

of characteristic beauties in New England scenery. 
"That there -is no -essential difference -between the', 

aesthetic nature of the masterpieces in Oriental and in 
European art, of anycreative age, is manifest to,a sym 
pathetic student. it is only in.the-- uperficial traditions 
of uncreative- centuries and ;of- formal art education, o , 
that unlikeness is 'noted,.- The Japanese print-designer , 
stands side by side with the -Florentine,workerin fresco, , 
and with all-modern French masters wwho have broken 
away from academic-traditions. But the advantage of , - 
the- former lies in h is simplicity and directness, which 
the nature of-his method fosters. The aesthetic ground 
work we are apt to,- overlay-with all sorts--of extraneous -m 
-matter. If'somerecent French art has emancipated-it 
self, this has been directly due to .Oriental influence.The latest 'ando: 
of the most hopeful phases -of such influenceisto be:found in the w 
of-Mr: 'Dow. 

."It should be,n'oted-too, that this is' not merely a new method o 
-production, but an independent art-of self-expression; In this 
it is -like 'our-recent American school of wood-engraving. It-aim 
rend:er; complete pictorial impressions by methods which reveal iierQ 
aesthetic quality. It is the wo)rk,otf the- individual artist from start h 
,finish. The design, sketched -in the,.brain,,is struck- out upon the s 

eral blocks bya bold handwhich -knows to a niety9 
what proportions -line,mass, and 'color shall t cntribu 

- to -the desired effect The same designer, planner, a4 
carvernext chargeshisblocks with color, varying-int 

- N . shade, andrhue to any degree, and, like the japanesea 
such a waythat radainisare'ady eff ecte4beor~-ig' 
3printing.The artist is as free with his blocks as the paip 
' X o er with his palette. Next comes the sele'ction of tht'pa'pt4 

.cMJt and all the fine points that lie ready to the manipulatioV 
Nof the-artist-printer. Lastly, by him they are stretched 

.- . . and mounted. Herethere is' no unsympathetic machin 
ery, no division of labor between hand and 'hand,' n 

apprentice's botching; neither'is there any publisher to interpose his 
superior conception of the, public taste. 

"The peculiar advantage over water-color painting, which these? 
prints share with the Japanese, is the peculiar texture and tone given> 
to the color by the varying degree of the block's pressure upon the .' 
surface of special papers. A' water-color wash soaks into the inner -' 
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fibre and throws up a hard even tint, which, if it be deep, allows but 
little passage of the paper's natural light. But pigment washed upon 
the wood, and allowed to press the sheet with touch as delicate as a 
hand's caress, clings shyly only to the outer fibres, the hills of its new 
world, leaving the deep wells of light in the valleys, the whiteness 
of the paper's inner heart, to glow up through it, and dilute its solid 
color with a medium of pure luminosity. The power to utilize such 
texture requires much practical experience of matters and of degrees; 
and this, after several years of trial, Mr. Dow is mastering. 

"Another conspicuous advantage of this method is its capacity for 
variation. The great pathos of all art-work is its enormous sacrifice, 
the wrecked lives and lost opportunities which contribute to each 

masterpiece. Of the many possibilities in the air of a creative age, 
chance crowns the head of but a few. The unsung lyrics of Keats are 
probably his best. Because of Titian and Raphael, budding experi 
ments of rivals wither in hopelessness. The successful prize-winner 
annihilates the fresh individuality of his competitors. Because the 
master decided upon this composition and scheme of color, a hun 
dred other combinations possible for him shall never be tried by any 
body. The true artist hates - replicas, cannot endure the labor of re 
drawing and re-trying. But this method of printing utilizes the lost 
chances, since the block, once carved, saves the repetition of the draw 
ing, and allows labor to concentrate upon the new color problem. Such 
variations of dark and light, and of color, in Mr. Dow's designs, are 
specially striking, and indicate the solution of educational problems 
yet almost unstated." 

The reader already understands that there is no press 
or machinery of any kind; the whole outfit can be put 
into a table drawer. Each shape in the design requires 
a block, and the cutting of these is akin to painting, for 
a keen knife-blade dashes in an outline with all the free 
dom of a brush. The paper is laid upon the block and* 
rubbed down, the quality of the proof depending upon 
the pressure, and the amount and viscidity of the pig- - ?I 
ment. Success lies almost wholly in skillful manipula- v 
tion gained by experience. Japanese paper is the best, 
and may be used moist or dry. Moist paper gives the 
most refined tones, but is difficult to handle, as it shrinks 
if kept in the air, thus distorting the register. It should be prepared 
and placed under a weight twenty-four hours before using. 

The pigment is applied to the block with a brush. To obtain the 
best results requires a careful consideration of each inking, and often 
many reprintings of a tone. The great amount of time consumed is 
the chief disadvantage of the process. But even if it took as long to 
print a copy as to paint one, the quality of the surface of the color 
would more than compensate. 

- ~~~~~~8g 
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This method of expression would lose all its charm if obligedt 
serve the ends of literal representation. Its strength lies in free iii^ 
terpretation, in a playing with colors, so to, speak, .rather than ilC 
forced -realism.'It lends itself readily to a suggestive rendering of .f, 
fects of nature-; a twilight,' moonlight, sun and shadow, rain, grays 
days and morning tmists, but -it as easily permits a -departure int 
purely imaginative treatment as brilliant and unreal as stained glaj 
If you tire of printing a river blue you can, in the'next proof, chan 
it to purple or yellow, like the Ipswich sailors' and their boats. H-* 
'this of course -entails a new color-composition, a new scheme in t;{4 
arrangement of dark-and-light masses and hues. This constant e. 
cise of the inventive faculty, and the study of line involved' in c 
ting everything in the design to a definite shape upon the block,'g 
to the process an -educational-value of1importance to the artist.j 
A POSTSCRIPT S; BY J. M. BOWLES 

VEN at-the risk of an unmerited reproof I must prot4 

th,at Mr. 'Dow is far too modest. I well'remember the d' 
B E' T llight these little -prints, veritable gems of color, gave. 

when I first disco'vered them in Mr. Dow's studi-o 
' 

mday early last year,- incredulous that each one was notn 
water;color, and yet doubting that such limpidity of color and-gentl 
conjunction-of tones could be obtained with the brush. Such i 
variation-of effect obtained by-these delightful -experiments in col 
printing that it is often impossibk to believe that some six or a 
enP pictures are all the same' scene under different conditions, u-un 
one,has compared bit bybitand seen:that:thesameblocks-haveind 
been used. Here, is a quaint village street, first- in the simple -a-ndf uii 
complex light of a gray day, then in the blaze of color of a hot no 
followed bya fascinating ringing of all the changes that the ever-mi 
ing panorama of nature has for watchful eyes, sunset and dawn, s 
rise and moonlight, midnight and noon, twilight, rain or snowstoi 
alW-ays the same scene underlying thewidely differingpictures.O 

would not believe that composition could be so dissociated frm4 
color. I.hould have -liked nothing better t han to have reproduced4 
whole series of these-charming color harmonies, by turns brilli 
sad, quiet,' and gay variations on a simple theme.--: 

HOSOEVER shall tell a dream, not having dreamt, sha1 
be put to the trouble at the Day of Resurrection of joining 

I~I two barley corns; and he can by -no means do it; andhe 
will be punished. And whosoever listeneth to other's con 
versation, who dislike to be heard by him, and avoid hii'm, 

boiling lead will be poured into his ears at the Day of Resurrection0i 
And whosoever draweth a picture shall be punished by ordering him 
to breathe a spirit into it, and he can never do this, and so he will be 
punished as long as God wills. MOHAMMED 
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